NVL Updates and Feedback
Regulation Changes

- New Teams to have 2 new to NVL Panel referees
- Matches cancelled at short notice requires positive confirmation from the match officials that they are aware; if not the Referee will be reimbursed as if the match had taken place
Regulation Changes

• Positive confirmation from the match officials required for match notifications
• Compression sleeves and shorts must match the colour of the shirt/shorts they are worn under
Regulation Changes

- New match fees:
  - S8 - £20
  - Div 1/2 - £17
  - Div 3 - £36/£40
  - Cup - £17

FOR SKILLS, FITNESS, TACTICS AND GREAT SOCIAL BUZZ...

GET INTO VOLLEYBALL
Regulation Changes

- Ref Comm will look to appoint up to 3 weeks before the match date; after that up to clubs
- TTOs – in Div 2/3 both teams must now request them for them to happen *to be clarified*
- New Team sheet to provided in 2\textsuperscript{nd} match of Triangular
Regulation Changes

• S8 Teams cannot be entered into the Shield
• Pre-match protocol now starts at -14 mins with the toss followed by 10 mins at the net from -12 allowing 2 minutes for final coaching
NVL Update

- New Teams from Doncaster Miners in M3N to Academy of Beach Sports 2 in W3SW
- Div1 and 2 - 30 Teams of each gender
- Men Div 3 – 36 Teams (4 x 9)
- Women Div 3 – 42 Teams (9, 10, 11, 12)
- 1 Team dropped out already